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For our Minecraft girl fans: 6 Minecraft girl diaries in 1 book! Diary 1: Angela started a journal. She

mentions some interesting phenomena from the past that happened because of her secret

superpower, but her most adventurous day turned out to be a life saver for her mother and a

disaster for a trio of evil thugs. How did she do it? And what was that superpower that helped her

perform such a heroic deed? Go ahead and find out.Diary 2: Nyx is a little different. She has purple

hair, black clothes, and a gothic way of presenting herself. But underneath her seemingly rebellious

attitude is a soft heart and a tender, caring young woman who works as a nurse, says no to drugs,

and listens to old ladies in the hospital. But the events with the most impact on her life have yet to

come, involving a decent young man who falls in love with her, a stubborn family, and a terrifying

motorcycle accident. Will her teleporting powers help her find new meaning and purose in life?

Donâ€™t wait and read this fun, emotional Minecraft book about an enderwoman!Diary 3: Trish and

Tracy seem to be two opposites. One of them likes fast, powerful stuff, while the other is more

sensitive and detailed. They get alongâ€¦ most times; and they decided to keep the same journal

together but not to read each othersâ€™ entries. In this funny compilation of journal entries from two

very different personalities, youâ€™ll read about their opposing emotions and laugh your head off

when you learn of their contradicting views.Diary 4: Martha doesnâ€™t consider herself the crÃ¨me

of the crop to the eligible young men in her neighborhood, but when somebody tells her she is a

princess, her lifestyle and charisma change immediately. With that being said, it doesnâ€™t come

easy for her to adjust to the habits and perfect her princess skills. Do you like princesses, and do

you like Minecraft? Then this little book is a fun read to enjoy.Diary 5: They hate each other. They

like each other. They love each other. They argue with each otherâ€¦ this Minecraft love book is

about a couple that goes through the motions of a typical rollercoaster relationship. Bethany and

Russell work at the same company and do whatever it takes to get to the top. But when they have to

make some tough choices, they realize that their feelings for each other exceed any ambitions they

have. Will this lovely couple make it through and overcome their challenges?Diary 6: In this

Minecraft world, Josh and Kimberley meet. They become best friends, and they work well together,

but when one of them gets a crush on the other, their friendship is in danger. Can they continue to

be friends without having feelings for each other? As time elapses, they have fun together, talk

together, and share time in a school project, but when zombies attack the village, their faithful

friendship is severely tested.
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This is the first time that I have read a Minecraft book about Girls and I must say that it has been an

enjoyable reading moment. Although my kids are both boys, I think they will find this book set

amazing too. And what is even better is that there are 6 books here. This is such a practical

purchase, and since the books are all about Minecraft, I'm sure the reading time will all be worth it. I

personally love Diary 5.

My girls are self-professed Minecraft fanatics, so finding this book that has 6 girl diaries has been a

smart thing on my part. They will be really ecstatic about this. I read the book before I gave it to

them just to make sure that I will be able to give them only the best and that the book is not that

vulgar and it did not use language that may offend them or make them think of things. And I am glad

that this book is reader friendly. I also find it written well, very artistically done too. I have never

looked at Minecraft in a feminine aspect, just now, and I find myself enjoying too.

This is very good and helpful guide book . Angela started a journal. She mentions some interesting



phenomena from the past that happened because of her secret superpower, but her most

adventurous day turned out to be a life saver for her mother and a disaster for a trio of evil thugs.

How did she do it? And what was that superpower that helped her perform such a heroic deed? Go

ahead and find out. In this Minecraft world, Josh and Kimberley meet. They become best friends,

and they work well together, but when one of them gets a crush on the other, their friendship is in

danger.

Interesting stories that bring a smile on your face after a hard day. Its my norm to read any book

before i pass them to my kids. Minecraft kids will be interesting for my boys. I like the flow of other

category of Minecraft and the most interesting story was about pains, patients, Patience. If you are

looking for something will cut across all family interest, then this book is recommended.

This book was great. I'm so glad these books are coming out so fast the writing itself is incredible

my i absolutely i liked it a lot and would recommend this book to minecraft fans who want a good

story. love your books, as good and everybody would read it.

lots of details and funny things with story are here int his book.The writer has done a great job.I

enjoyed this read very much.As the title of the book claims that it is a Minecraft book girl

diaries.Book is true in its claim.That is a reason I enjoyed it .I recommend this book to you.

I am fan since my brother has showed me all his minecraft collection and then I got to see this

onetoday. It's easy to read and like how they are able to come up a story like this. It's good and fills

the bills!
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